What school spirit event do you think should occur
more this year and why?
Every year, ASB generates a list of goals to improve the school year. This year, school spirit is
the focus and events to boost it are underway. Since student participation is crucial, students
were asked what would promote Moor pride.
“Pep rallies because more people get
to see them and they’re interactive.”

“Spirit week since there’s not enough of it. It mostly
only happens at the beginning and the end of the
year. We need more of it occurring during the middle of the school year. Most people don’t know about
it because it doesn’t occur often enough.”

Steven Mouck, Sophomore

Kathy Thach, Senior

TOTAL STUDENTS SURVEYED: 438

“There should be more after school
things like small games. I have a
lot of free time after school and
it would be nice to have things to
do rather than go to someplace
like Rick’s.”

Matthew Roberts, Freshman

“I would like to see more pep assemblies involving band because
I am in band and I would really
like to perform more.”

Danielle Giberti, Junior
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The Moor serves as one of the checks and balances of district and school policies.
It is an open forum for the campus population and one of the records of Alhambra High
School’s history. The Moor is not a vehicle for the promotion of any school organization, individual and/or activity, excluding those promoted via paid advertisement. The
Moor is protected under the First Amendment of the United States Constitution and
California Education Codes 48907 and 48950.
The Moor encourages students, faculty and community members to submit Letters to the Editor. Topics need not deal with stories previously published but should
pertain to issues affecting the school and/or surrounding community.
Letters can be delivered to C-225, or the The Moor’s suggestion box in the Activities Office at least one week in advance. For legal reasons, The Moor cannot publish
letters written anonymously but can withhold the name of the writer at their request.
The Moor also reserves the right to refuse publication when the opinions expressed or
issues discussed have been previously addressed or are of no relevance to the campus
community and/or surrounding areas as deemed by the Editorial Board.
Note: Issue reviewed and edited by adviser for content and journalism standards.
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